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ABSTRACT 

Adaptation is the re-use of an existing structure whose function is no longer of 

value. The industrial revolution has accelerated the need for adaptation of buildings' uses 

due to the fact that commercial structures often outlive their functional purposes and are 

produced in large numbers. American society now can choose from three options of what 

to do with these leftover residuals. The first option is to destroy the existing structure and 

start anew. However, by demolishing the existing structure, the designer destroys part of 

the site's context. The second option is to do nothing and leave these structures abandoned 

to eventually decay. The third option is to adapt the existing structure to a new activity. 

Adaptation of a structure allows for the opportunity to retain a direct reference or tie to 

the site's context. This tie to the past is sought by each one of us in some way to link us to 

and remind us of civilization's accomplishments. Adaptation offers an opportunity to 

transform a commercial building into a piece of architecture that is richer in meaning. 

The written part of my thesis will explore a design process that will enhance the 

quality of the design of adaptive architecture. The adaptive use is a balance in the 

combining of the existing structures past with the essence of the new activity. 

The adaptive design process will be tested through the use of an architectural 

design problem. The project will consist of a programmatic phase and a design phase for 

an existing structure on a site in the Metroplex. The site is in Dallas on Greenville Ave 

between Walnut and Park Road. Located on the site is an abandoned concrete structure 

previously used as a restaurant storage facility. The program will be developed for an art 
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gallery complex. The solution of the design problem will be derived from the guidelines set 

up in the thesis paper. The goal of this design project is to successfully demonstrate a 

process for adapting an existing structure to a new use while retaining its past essence. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRINSIC MEANING 

Adaptation is the re-use of an existing structure whose function is no longer of 

use. One of the reasons for people to re-use an existing structure is because it is not 

economically feasible to build a new structure. However, adaptation of a structure should 

be more than the translation from one function to another. Adaptation should be a 

process of joining the past function with the social or cultural importance of the new use.' 

The adaptive process' goal is to create an intrinsic meaning in the new design. 

This chapter will define and give examples of intrinsic meaning in adaptive 

architecture, and why it should be incorporated into architectural design. The examples 

are of past projects that have captured intrinsic meaning in the design's adaptation to a 

new function and will be identified and studied. 

According to Panofsky, structures can possess three layers of meaning. The basic 

or factual meaning is the primary meaning. All buildings possess primary meaning. The 

fact that an object is a building is its primary meaning. For example, if an observer cannot 

distinguish a building's function because of lack of visual clues, then that building only has 

primary meaning to that observer. The next layer is the secondary meaning, which is 

based on a conventional system and is therefore learned meaning. For example, the fact 

that a building is a museum is a learned meaning, and therefore would be a secondary 

meaning for the building. The third meaning, and in architecture the most important, is 

' Cantacuzino, Sherban. _Re/Architecture. New York: Abbeville Press Publishers, 
1989. 
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intrinsic meaning.^ It is meaning in a deeper sense. To find it, one has to have a thorough 

knowledge and know the object almost instinctively. It is this intrinsic meaning that 

distinguishes great architecture from the rest. 

Intrinsic meaning is defined by Webster's Dictionary as belonging to the essential 

nature or constitution of a thing.^ In order to have intrinsic meaning, an object must by its 

very nature possess an inherent meaning. The inherent meaning will reinforce the object's 

essential nature. In addition, intrinsic meaning will instill in the mind of the person 

experiencing the object, indirect recognition of a correct response or influence. This 

indirect recognition of the intrinsic or inherent meaning is a subconscious recognition of 

the deeper meaning of the object. Therefore, intrinsic meaning is difficult to recognize 

v^thout experiencing the actual object or place. 

It is also possible for an object to possess more than one intrinsic meaning. 

Obviously, an object can have multiple roles and interpretations which would resuh in it 

having more than one intrinsic meaning. Objects, such as buildings, can also change from 

one function to another which could also result in multiple intrinsic meanings. 

Recognition of these muhiple intrinsic meanings is determined by the observer of the 

object. Therefore, depending on their background, each observer may experience a 

different interpretation of the object's intrinsic meaning or meanings. 

Arthur Erikson's 1972 Museum of Natural History at the University of British 

Columbia in Vancouver, Canada, is an example of intrinsic meaning used in the creation of 

^Panofsky, Erwin. Studies in Iconology: Humanistic Themes in Art of the 
Renaissance. New York: Oxford University Press, 1939. Introduction. 

^Webster's New International Dictionary of the English Language, Second Edition, 
Unabridged. Springfield, Mass: G & C Merriam Co., 1941. 
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architecture. The main collection of the museum is Northwestern American Indian 

artifacts. Erikson researched the Indian cultures to discover what was important in them 

and how this information was applied to the artifacts. He discovered that the Indian 

artifacts derived their spiritual power from their environment, and if removed from their 

natural location, they were believed to lose this power. Erikson then designed a museum 

that would refer the artifacts back to the natural environment for which they were 

originally created. 

Because the environment was the most important factor to the artifacts, lighting 

and backdrop of the artifacts took the dominant role in the design. A majority of the 

Indian artifacts consisted of large totem-poles whose height posed a problem creating the 

backdrop of the shore and water, which were the artifacts' natural background. Erickson 

created a vertical strip of structural glass which provided each totem-pole vnth its ovm 

natural frame against its own original background and light. This placement of the 

artifacts in reference to their natural environment and light is what gives the museum its 

intrinsic meaning. 

All structures already possess primary and secondary meaning. The purpose of 

adaptation to a new function should not only take advantage of financial savings, but also 

give the new design intrinsic meaning. Most buildings do not possess intrinsic meaning 

because they were built to satisfy only the functional needs of the occupants. Their 

previous function has the potential of containing intrinsic meaning, but it can only be 

discovered by the architect through thorough knowledge of that fimction. 



Intrinsic meaning is important to architecture because it defines the intentional 

meaning of the architect who gives determinants to the forms and spaces of his design. 

Intrinsic meaning is the point of departure of the design process. These forms and spaces 

in turn communicate through the user's senses the architect's response to the environment 

and the activities which take place there. In order to achieve an appropriate response, the 

architect has to have a thorough knowledge of the previous function, the new function, 

and the site and its surroundings. Intrinsic meaning also gives continuity to the design 

process by giving a constant point of reference to each design decision. This reference can 

be used whether the design decision is the overall form or a decision as small as the shape 

of the doorknobs. Intrinsic meaning is the point of departure for all design decisions. 

The knowledge which will lead to the new design's intrinsic meaning should be 

determined jointly by the architect and the client. For the architect, the hierarchy of 

importance of information is one way he can direct the design to make it part of himself 

For the client, it gives him a historical tie to the past and can also fulfill his desire for an 

unconventional space to inhabit."* 

The intrinsic meaning of the new design can only change if the function changes. 

An addition is to be handled as an extension of the original meaning not as an entity in 

itself It will be determined by the next designer, whether that new function's meaning will 

complement or be combined with the existing structure's intrinsic meaning. 

The process of adapting an existing structure starts with the investigation of the 

old function. This investigation's first step is to discover the intrinsic meaning of the 

'Bragstad, Jeremiah. Converted into Houses. New York: The Viking Press, 1976. 
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previous function. The second step is to discover the new function's intrinsic meaning. 

The third step is to compare and contrast these: more specifically, by comparing the 

existing spaces with the potential use; the floor area to the program requirements; the 

existing building configuration to the new fimction requirements; the former image to the 

new one.' The similarities and contrasts can then be utilized to produce a re-created 

intrinsic meaning to drive the form of a new design. 

The fourth component to this adaptive process is the analysis of the site and its 

context. The designer must consider its visual importance to the new use.* The site and 

context will also bring to the design their own influence. This influence may be very 

significant or only minor depending on the architect's determination of its importance. This 

decision can only be made through several visitations to the site by the architect or on the 

architectural or historical significance of the context. The architect needs to explore and 

document the site as well as its surroundings to make a well-informed determination of the 

sites influence on the new design. If the site is not taken into consideration, the design 

loses intrinsic meaning. 

Case Studies 

The following cases were selected to give examples of uitrinsic meaning in 

architecture that favorably contribute to the success of the new activity of the adapted 

design. These cases show the variation of perspective for each architect in which intrinsic 

'Robert, Philippe. Adaptations. New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1989. 
* Cantacuzino, Sherban. Re/Architecture. New York: Abbeville Press Publishers, 

1989. 
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meaning was found, as well as some similarities and how the meaning influenced their 

choices of forms and spaces. The first two cases deal with the living condition and how 

the architect's philosophy towards this condition influenced his or her choice of intrinsic 

meaning. The third case describes a social statement of modem society and how the 

architect influences society to change. The fourth example analyzes the act of creation 

and how the designer wants it to be viewed by society. The final example is a direct 

statement of the purpose of the new activity and, therefore, acts as a constant reminder to 

its users of its purpose. 

The first example of intrinsic meaning in residential architecture can be found in 

Gary Cunningham's 1988 adaptation of a 1923 power relay station (Figures 1 & 2) into a 

residence in Dallas, Texas. Cuimingham started with the search for information to find the 

intrinsic meaning of the function of a power relay station. The unifying meaning was 

discovered by Cunningham to be the enormous electrical power that used to run through 

the building and that was used to give the structure life. Cunningham recognized that this 

was the same sort of energy that gives a residence life. 

After discovering this commonalty of electric and human energy, Cunningham 

proceeded to revitalize the surge of energy back into the spaces. He did this by re-using 

the many artifacts that he had discovered in the rubble of the interior in the new design. In 

addition to the original artifacts, the new materials had the same exposed raw nature as the 

originals keeping the feel of power within the spaces. 

The new spaces were inserted into the old structure and were treated as separate 

entities. This design decision reflected the previous character and former location of the 



transformers which were also distinct entities wdthin the original structure and now 

reinforced the intrinsic meaning of the residential functions. Through the recognition of 

the intrinsic meaning, Cunningham successfully combined the existing structure's 

functionalism with the dynamic living characteristic of a residence. 

Figure 1. 
Livingroom of Meyerson Residence 
Source: Herbers, Jill, Great Adaptations, New York: Watson-Guptill Publications 1990 
Photo credit: James F. Wilson 



Figure 2. 
Kitchen, elevator, and stairs of Meyerson residence. 
Source: Herbers, Jill, Great Adaptations, New York: Watson-Guptill Publications, 1990. 
Photo credit: James F. Wilson 

Preceding Cunningham's Powerhouse was a similar adaptation by Robertson Ward 

Architects of an early twentieth century powerhouse into the Hallie Flanagan Davis 

Powerhouse Theater located at Vassar College, New York in 1973.̂  In Robertson Ward's 

design (Figure 3 ), the relationship between the power shared by both the powerhouse 

^Kidney, Walter. Working Places. Pittsburgh, PA: Ober Park Associates Inc. 1976. 
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and the theatrical arts was recognized. However, in this program the new activity needed 

support spaces which required an addition of about 2900 squai ̂ i feet to the original single 

story structure. 

The existing structure accommodated the versatile acting-auditorium space The 

addition consisted of a one story structure to house the auxiliary spaces whose form 

complemented the existing structure." At the same time, the addition contrasted the heavy 

brick bearing walls of the old with its light, clean form of the new, walls. It eoffl{>ares the 

heavy construction of the old with the high-tech efficiency of the new. 

In the interior of the theater, the similar contrast and JLiT:riementary relationship 

also exist. The interior's heavy industrial structure is cnmpliEanHited irA contrasted by the 

light high-tech catwalks and lighting grids. In addition, the easting machine pits were 

converted into trap doors which is an efficient use of existing feaures.^ 

The intrinsic meaning was captured by Robertson Ward thr .ugh the recognition of 

the impact and power over the visitor that is shared by the pisvious :fiinGtion and the new 

fimction. This power is the driving force for both the old activity of power station and the 

new activity of theater. Perhaps Cunningham used this project as a departure fer tes 

design of the Meyerson residence. In any case, the power in botli commumeate t&e 

relationships developed between the old and the new elements 

'Kidney, Walter. Working Places. Pittsburgh, PA: Ober Park Associates Inc , 
1976. 

'Ibid. 



Figure 3. 
The Powerhouse Theater 
Source: Kidney, Walter. Working Places. Pittsburgh, PA: Ober Park Associates Inc. 
1976. Photo courtesy, Vassar College. 

The third example of intrinsic meaning captured in adaptive architecture is Boston 

Architecture Team's Park Roads Apartments (Figure 4). In this project, the Riggs 

National Bank was adapted into housing for the elderly.'" The intrinsic meaning 

recognized by the architects was the relationship between the precious wisdom of our 

'° Smeallie, Peter and Smith, Peter. New Construction for Older Buildings. New 
York: Wiley-Interscience Publication, 1990. 
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elderly and the protection of that knowledge. The bank originally consisted of three 

classical buildings that took up a city block, but the bank no longer occupied the entire 

space of the buildings. To take advantage of this unused space, the building in the rear was 

partially demolished to create a new courtyard entrance for the housing (Figure 5). Two 

stories were added to accommodate the 150 apartments for the elderly called for by the 

program." 

Figure 4. 
The bank facade of the Park Road Apartments. 
Source: Smeallie, Peter and Smith, Peter. New Construction for Older Buildings. New 
York, New York, Wiley-Interscience Publication, 1990. Photo credit: William Smith. 

" Smeallie, Peter and Smith, Peter. New Construction for Older Buildings. New 
York: Wiley-Interscience Publication, 1990. 
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The courtyard entrance of the apartments contrasts in scale and imagery with the 

existing bank facade and two story addition by its scale and modem design.'^ The new 

imagery of the courtyard entrance consists of a smaller and more modem residential scale. 

In contrast, the bank facade still retains its vertical height and imagery of security and 

prestige. Therefore, by retaining its original message to the public of security and 

prestige, Boston Architecture Team creates this same image to the value of the elderly's 

wisdom. 

Figure 5. 
Park Road Apartment courtyard entrance. 
Source: Smeallie, Peter and Smith, Peter. New Constmction for Older Buildings. New 
York: Wiley-Interscience Publication, 1990. Photo credit: William Smith. 

'^Smeallie, Peter and Smith, Peter. New Constmction for Older Buildings. New 
York: Wiley-Interscience Publication, 1990. 
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The architects' decisions on how to handle the issues of scale, imagery, and social 

impact are how they made this project a part of themselves. The intrinsic meaning 

recognized here is a cultural statement of how the elderly should be viewed by society. 

The elderly should be recognized for their precious wisdom and experience and given the 

prestige and protection they deserve as a valuable resource. 

The Charles Street Meeting House in Boston, Massachusetts, by John Sharret 

Associates is the fourth example of adaptive architecture with intrinsic meaning (Figure 6). 

This project was the adaptation of a nineteenth century meeting house to accommodate an 

architect's office and retail space.'^ This project deals with the higher ideal of the creation 

of architecture occurring in a sacred place. 

The new design was organized to enhance the intrinsic meaning. The sanctuary of 

the existing stmcture has been divided into three floor levels of architectural office space. 

Therefore, placing the architectural offices in the original sanctuary space, creating a 

spiritual relationship between the previous function of the building and the spiritual nature 

of the architectural creative process. The lobby was created out of the main entrance of 

the former church. The retail spaces are on ground level facing the street."* The interior's 

organization and forms complement and the style contrasts with the context of the meeting 

house (Figure 7). The new muhilevel and the circulation are ordered to complement the 

original design. The materials and color of the new constmction complement the original 

materials but contrast in their high tech-details. 

'̂  Smeallie, Peter and Smith, Peter. New Constmction for Older Buildings. New 
York: Wiley-Interscience Publication, 1990. 

'^Ibid. 
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Figure 6. 
The Charies Street Meeting House 
Source: Smeallie, Peter and Smith, Peter. New Constmction for Older Buildings. New 
York: Wiley-Interscience Publication, 1990. Photo credit: Steve Rosenthal. 

The new forms' curvilinear shapes complement the vault of the existing space. Although 

the new forms complement the old ones, there is no confusion between them (Figure 7). 

The meaning in a deeper sense created by the adaptation, the higher ideal of the 

creation of architecture occurring in a sacred place, is what sets this design on a higher 

level than a stmcture whose function is merely changed to another. The organization 

14 



Figure 7. 
The Charles Street Meeting House sanctuary space. 
Source: Smeallie, Peter and Smith, Peter. New Constmction for Older Buildings. New 
York: Wiley-Interscience Publication, 1990. Photo credit: Steve Rosenthal. 

and forms which the architect created enhance the design's intrinsic meaning through the 

direct location of the new forms in the existing sanctuary. The association of both the 

intrinsic meanings of the old and new activities are what helped the architect determine the 

master intrinsic meaning. The pairing of the creation of new architecture within a sacred 

place was this master intrinsic meaning for the adaptation of the Charles Meeting House. 

The final example of an architectural adaptation with intrinsic meaning is the 

Brown and Sharpe's Machine Tool Factory remodeling into the Office of Research and 

15 



Design Institute (Figure 8). The purpose of the Institute is to develop technical 

innovations that might increase employment to Rhode Island industries. The Institute is 

also concerned with the conservation of natural and man-made resources." Therefore, 

the old and new activities are linked through the intrinsic meaning of the creation of 

processes which enhance industrial production. The intrinsic meaning of the old factory 

was to enhance production and increase profit usually to the detriment of the environment. 

Whereas, the new intrinsic meaning is to enhance production thus increasing employment 

opportunities and to reduce pollution to the benefit of man and nature. 

U 

>-».- i ^ - J^^; 

y..T.-^mi^'.^^^^&^^^' 

Figure 8. 
A rendering of REDE's new headquarters. 
Source: Kidney, Waher. Working Places. Pittsburgh, PA: Ober Park Associates Inc., 
1976. Illustration courtesy, Research and Design Institute. 

"Kidney, Walter. Working Places. Pittsburgh, PA: Ober Park Associates Inc., 
1976. 
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The architectural details used to enforce this meaning consist of both existing 

artifacts found on the site and new features bought from local manufacturers. Partitions 

were kept to a minimum to keep the original open plan of the machine shop. A loft, 

constmcted out of existing tubular scaffolding forms the roof of the slide-projection room. 

The solution is both purposeful and responsive to the needs of the designers and 

psychologists of the Institute.'* 

The intrinsic meaning of the old building and the new project are related to each 

other but also contrast. The old function relates to the time when industry consisted of 

large, cumbersome machinery, waste, and pollution. In contrast, the new fiinction's 

purpose is to create quick, efficient, and clean methods of industry. It is this contrast that 

constantly keeps the designers and psychologists aware of the Institute's purpose: to 

develop technical innovations that might increase employment and decrease the waste and 

pollution of Rhode Island industries . Thus, the intrinsic meaning enhances the success of 

the institute through the constant reminder of the waste and pollution produced by the 

previous function, which motivates the designers and psychologists to eliminate these 

problems of today. 

The adaptation of buildings should be viewed as an opportunity more than simply a 

revitalization of a building. It should be viewed as the adaptation and revitalization of the 

intrinsic meaning of the building. Michael Graves wrote, "An existing building can be 

thought of as an unfinished fragment of a larger edifice."'̂  As long as the stmcture does 

'* Kidney, Walter. Working Places. Pittsburgh, PA: Ober Park Associates Inc., 
1976. 

Robert, Philippe. Adaptations. New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1989. 
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not possess intrinsic meaning, it is a fragment because it is not whole without intrinsic 

meaning in its architecture. If a building merely exists to serve a physical function, it is 

void of intrinsic meaning because it does not satisfy the psychological needs of the user. 

People desire the adaptation of existing stmctures for many reasons. It gives them 

a historical tie to the past. It satisfies some people's desire for an unconventional living or 

working space. It gives them pride or delight in the environmental creations. It is an 

opportunity to turn a space that moves them into a place that they can occupy permanently 

or to turn their fantasies into reality.'" The point is to insure that the buildmg is not simply 

changed from one function to another. Instead, it is changed from a buildmg into a piece 

of architecture with intrinsic meaning as the point of departure to insure successful 

adaptation. Adaptation of existing stmctures gives architectural solutions which would 

never have been introduced without them. It can re-create a building into a piece of 

architecture. 

18 Bragstad, Jeremiah. Converted into Houses. New York: The Viking Press, 1976. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE ADAPTIVE PROCESS APPLIED 

This chapter will apply the previously described adaptive process to a specific 

design problem. This process consists of the analysis and research of an existing stmcture 

and the determination of its intrinsic meaning. Followdng this is the analysis of the existing 

site and surtounding environment's striking qualities and the importance of their influence 

on the adaptive design. The third step in the process is identification of the new function's 

dominant intrinsic meaning. These issues will be compared and contrasted to determine a 

shared or combined intrinsic meaning of the adaptation. From these decisions, design 

goals can be determined to be applied to the creation of the adaptation. 

The Existing Stmcture and Site Analysis 

The existing stmcture chosen is located in Dallas, Texas, at 7102 Greenville 

Avenue (Figure 9). It was buih in 1975 as a twenty-feet tall restaurant storage facility 

consisting of 12,400 square feet on one floor. The stmcture is concrete tilt-wall 

constmcted on a one-way slab with post and beam concrete foundation. The building was 

built over Jenkins Creek which was diverted before the foundation was placed. The 

reason given by Mr. Greg McDonald of the Weitzan Reality Group for the unusual 

placement of the building on top of the existing creek was to place the restaurant storage 

to the extreme rear of the site. This location is what gives the stmcture a unique quality. 

19 



Figure 9. 
West Facade of Existing Restuarant Storage Facility. 
Source: David Schall, 1993. 

The existing stmcture has a grid relief pattern applied to the concrete wall with the 

fenestration integrated into the grid pattern. This pattern creates a location system for all 

windows and doors. The roof stmcture consists of bar joists and poured concrete on 

metal deck that span the full width of the building (60 feet) and four skylights evenly 

spaced dowm the length of the stmcture (199.5 feet). Because the stmcture was a storage 

facility, there are only concrete interior finishes. Electrical power is cotmected at the 

northeast comer and provides power only for lights. Located on the east facade are three 

large garage doors for access of large objects into the building. Regular access is through 

two 3 feet doors on the east facade as well as two fire access doors on the west facade. 

The characteristics of the existing stmcture give it a striking contrast to its 

surroundings. The building is a dominating cubic form nestled in the organic forms of the 

surrounding trees and creek. From the north, south, and west, the building seems to 

hover over the landscape because it is built on concrete pilloti v^th the creek mnning 

underneath the stmcture. Trees, bushes, vines, and the creek temper the stmcture by 

20 



softening and breaking up its strong cubic form. The building is an example of how man 

tries to dominate nature only to have nature eventually retake the built environment. 

The intrinsic meaning of the existing building and past function stems out of this 

relationship with its surroundings. The bunker-like appearance gives the feeling of 

impregnability. Therefore, the intrinsic meaning is the protection of the stmcture's 

contents from both man and nature. It is this stmggle that creates the striking appearance 

of the existing stmcture that moves the visitor. 

Clearly, because of the close relationship of the existing building and its 

surtoundings, the site is a major influence in the combination of the old with the adaptive 

design. The site consists of approximately 7.6 acres with access from Greenville Avenue 

on the east (Figure 10). The east side of the site is graded, has a high visibility, and three 

entry drives from Greenville Avenue. The west side is heavily wooded with Jenkins Creek 

mnning from south to north through the length of the site. The existing stmcture is 

located in the southwest comer of the site over the creek and has low visibility from the 

street. 

The south side of the site has already been gently graded and paved down to the 

stmcture atop the creek. Because of the placement of the building, the creek has 

beendiverted from its original path to a more curvilinear line behind the building. 

Although the building is over the creek, it is located above the 100 year flood plain, 

excluding further development on the creek, as deemed by the City of Dallas engineers. 

Therefore, possible flooding may occur if the creek is restricted up or down stream in the 
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Figure 10. 
Existing Site Plan of Thesis Project. 
Source: Weitzan Reality Group of Dallas. 
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future. The city code requires a 20 feet set back from the south and east property lines for 

a fire lane. The site has been zoned for commercial use, and has an existing grease trap 

and street lamps located towards the southeast side of the site. Drainage mns from the 

east to the creek on the west side of the site. 

Upon visitation to the site one becomes aware of the high traffic noise from 

Greenville Avenue. This diminishes into woodland sounds as one moves to the lower 

west side of the site. Once the visitor is on the west side, he discovers views of the 

wooded area with the creek mnning through it. The creek is fed by springs and mns all 

year round minimizing the chances of a mosquito problem. Because the wooded area is 

untouched, poison ivy and oak are indigenous to the area. The dominating impression of 

the site is the contrast between the city views and noises of the street and the woodland 

views and sounds of the creek. This impression is significant because it creates an 

opportunity to escape the city within itself 

The New Activity 

The new activity chosen for this existing site is an art gallery complex. This 

function was chosen because of the site's relationship to the Dallas cultural spine along 

Greenville Avenue. Art galleries, theaters, and botanical gardens are located along lower 

Greenville, starting at downtown. Placing an art gallery complex at the beginning of upper 

Greenville, extends the progression of the cultural spine towards north Dallas (Figure 11). 

In addition, the surrounding area contains enough high-end residential, apartment 

complexes, and commercial high-rises to give the art complex a sufficient economic base 
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Figure 11. 
Site Location Map. 
Source: Atlas 

to be successful. The art gallery complex also gives a cultural focus to an area of 

Greenville that has become a random collage of stores and restaurants. 

The research leading to the intrinsic meaning of the new function directed itself 

towards the motives of the individuals involved with the art gallery. The first question 
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addresses the motivation of the purchaser of art. Why does one vwsh to possess art? One 

answer is the pleasure that possessing art brings to the collector. Another is the need of 

many people to surround themselves with beautiful and intriguing things. On the other 

hand, an art collection may be used as a means to establish admiration and respect from 

others, or simply in the hope that the art will increase in value. These motivations are 

what distinguish an art gallery from a museum and give the gallery its own distinct 

atmosphere. 

The next question deals with the motivation of the artist. The most obvious 

answer is to make a living off his talent. However, more importantly it is to present an 

idea, concept, fact, or combination to educate and emotionally move the person 

experiencing the art. These ideas are capable of being transmitted and interpreted through 

objects. Furthermore, the ideas the artist intended to transmit are far more inherent in the 

origmal works of art than in any form of reproduction.'' In this way, the search for 

pleasure or learning becomes a memorable experience for the voyeur or purchaser. 

In turn, the art should be viewed as a chronology. By placing the object in a sequence, the 

participant will have a more comprehensive experience of the artist's work. In order to 

achieve this goal, the gallery space needs to be versatile enough to accorrmiodate many 

configurations for display of the work and an equally versatile lighting system. By 

creating this versatile space, the gallery enables the artist to educate the present culture in 

his own microcosm or envirormient of which he or she has full control. 

"Mattews, Geoff". Museums and Art Galleries. Oxford, England: Butterworth, 
1991. 
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The other functions of the art complex will consist of both gallery support spaces 

and retail spaces. The support spaces for the gallery include a sculpture garden, framing 

store, carpentry shop, storage facility, and loading dock. The retail spaces include an art 

supply store, a cafe, and a reproduction store. The retail spaces were chosen to 

consolidate the complex into a comprehensive art Mecca for the area. These spaces 

should entice the public to visit the galleries more often as well as frequent the complex. 

The first of the gallery support spaces is the sculpture garden. This will be an 

exterior viewing area for works of art meant to be exposed to the elements. It will have to 

be large enough to contain at least eight pieces which would be sufficient for an exhibit or 

show. The garden should also be in close proximity to the art complex to visually entice 

the visitor to experience it. The sculpture garden will be open all year and will need to be 

lit at night to prevent theft or damage. Moreover, the sculpture garden will allow the 

visitor the opportunity to experience art in outdoor spaces, as some pieces are intended to 

be viewed. 

The framing store will be a part of the art store, and will serve both the gallery and 

the public. It will provide the gallery with all matting, framing, and presentation of art 

work for shows as well as the permanent collection, and will serve the public with similar 

services. By giving the framing store this dual role, it acts as a support space to the 

gallery, as well as an independent revenue source. 

The other support spaces are explicitly for the gallery. The shop allows the gallery 

the flexibility it needs by providing the space for building custom displays. The art storage 

facility allows the complex to hold more pieces than the gallery floor space allows, and 
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space to store purchased art after a show has closed. These support functions permit the 

gallery to provide the best options to its users. 

The art supply store will carry supplies to accommodate all processes for the 

different mediums of art. This retail space provides a centrally located art supply which is 

currently absent in the immediate area. The space will be considered a retail space 

reserved for an individually owned art store or one of a chain of stores such as Asel Art of 

Dallas. The store will provide both the professional and the amateur with all art supplies. 

The cafe will provide the public with light lunches and snacks consisting of 

sandwiches, salads, bakery items, cheeses, and wine in the traditional sense of the art 

district. It will be unique to the area because of its cultural atmosphere as part of the art 

complex. It will also provide a reception area for the gallery's shows as well as an 

individual enticement for the public to visit the complex on a regular basis. 

The reproduction store or department will provide all reproduction and 

documentation for the gallery and the public. It will provide blueprinting, black and white 

and color photocopying, photographing, and printing. This function completes the 

complement of support spaces. The art supply store provides the materials for production, 

the gallery provides display of the work, and the reproduction department provides prints 

and photographs of the original work. This department like the other two will also entice 

the public to the complex to help ensure its success. 

The complete requirements and technical data of the art complex for each space is 

detailed in the Appendix, and includes the complete program for the new use of the 

existing stmcture and site. The program is important to the adaptive process because it 
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gives greater insight into the goals of the new activity which in turn gives greater insight 

into the intrinsic meaning of the art gallery. 

After taking all of the previous information into consideration, the final 

determination is what is the new function's intrinsic meaning. There is one element that 

seems to have the most significance to the purpose of an art gallery that is the intrinsic 

meaning of the art gallery. It is to create a focus of pleasure and education through a 

sequence of works presented by an individual, the artists, to communicate part of the 

human condition. This concept is the one inherent meaning or purpose of an art gallery 

and distinguishes it from other activities. It is the art gallery's predominant meaning in a 

deeper sense. 

Comparing and Contrasting the Old with the New Intrinsic Meaning 

The third step of the adaptive process consists of the comparing and contrasting of 

the existing site and stmcture to the adaptive fimction or activity as well as combining 

these two intrinsic meanings to create a uniform approach to the adaptive design. This 

part of the process is critical to the design process because it is from this information that 

the design goals are derived. A combined intrinsic meaning is a necessity to give the 

adaptive design continuity. 

The starting point to this part of the process is to make a list of the good and bad 

points of the existing stmcture and site pertaining to the adaptive design (Table 1) 

showing how each point will influence and relate to the adaptive design needs. 
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This vAl\ provide a clearer guideline to define the combined intrinsic meaning and design 

goals of the adaptive design. This will provide a clearer guideline to define the combined 

intrinsic meaning and the design goals of the adaptive design. 

The good features need to be elaborated upon as to what they mean to the new 

activity. The large site allows a flexible environment to be designed because there will be 

less restrictions on site development. The untouched parts of the site create scenic views 

and a sense of escape from the city noise to the slower pace and lingering enjoyment of the 

countryside. In addition, the grove of trees in the middle of the site further helps screen 

the development around it. This transition is important to the art gallery in that it provides 

an awareness in the visitor that they are about to experience something unique and 

significant. The north, south, and west elevations of the stmcture have good balance and 

are appealing to the eye. Finally, the twenty-feet high ceilings and open floor plan of the 

existing stmcture allow for freedom of design to adapt the space to new activities. 

The second point is to determine the influence and relationship of the negative 

features to the adaptive design. New activities are dependent on revenues, but the existing 

building is hidden from Greenville Avenue which is detrimental to the success of the new 

function. The re-routing of the creek bed upon constmction of the existing stmcture is 

likely to have negative consequences in the future. It would have been better for the 

environment if the original building had been developed in harmony with the existing 

features in an area. The creek now winds around and underneath the stmcture and creates 
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Table 1: Good and Bad Features of Existing Site 

Good Features Bad Features 

Large site 

Parts of site never been developed 

Appeal of north, south, & west elevation 

Scenic view down the creek 

Trees help screen the rear of the site 

The high ceilings & open plan of the stmcture 

Stmcture hidden from Greenville 

Flooding possibility 

East elevation's lack of appeal 

Diversion of original creek bed 

Difficult design connection to 

existing stmcture 

the possibility for stmctural damage through erosion and flooding even though the 

building is located out of the 100 year flood plain. Summer floods in the Midwest of 1993 

prove that there are no guarantees against damage to the art works which are going to be 

located in the new adaptation. 

The next bad feature is the east elevation's lack of appeal (Figure 12). The whole 

premise of the complex is to attract the public to come and purchase and experience art in 

a desirable setting. This appeal will be diminished by the east elevation because of its 

harsh and scarted facade. This problem will be resolved in the adaptive design with the 
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Figure 12. 
East Facade of Existing Stmcture. 
Source: David Schall, 1993. 

use of the next point to be addressed: the difference in available square footage and the 

new space required. This v l̂l be solved by an addition, which could mask the east £icade, 

to the existing stmcture, and because of the rectilinear shape and location of openings, this 

cormection v̂ U present difficuhies. 

The third step to the adaptive process is determining a combined or shared intrinsic 

meaning of the old and new meanings. As stated previously, the intrinsic meaning of the 

existing location is the protection of the stmcture's contents from both man and nature and 

the intrinsic meaning of the new activity is to create a focus of pleasure and education 

through a sequence of objects presented by an individual, the artist, to communicate part 

of the human condition. These two intrinsic meanings can exist in harmony because the 

existing meaning provides an environment for the new meaning to exist. Just as the 
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gallery presents an idea, concept, or fact through its art shows, so the architecture will 

present transitions in the envirormient to create a sequence from city to the country and 

give the site its identity. This is the intrinsic meaning of the adaptation and will be used to 

help determine design goals and make design decisions to create continuity in the adaptive 

design. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE DESIGN GOALS AND CONCLUSION 

The following discussion will help define the design goals of the thesis vehicle 

used in the development of the adaptive architecture of the new art complex (Figures 13 

-18) and determine conclusions of the adaptive process and their effect on these goals. 

The design goals help the designer to make specific design decisions to reinforce the 

success of the activities under design. Whereas, the intrinsic meaning is the influence that 

helps create a design wath overall continuity and meaning in a deeper sense. It is up to the 

designer wdth the guidance of the client to determine the number of goals and the 

importance of each design goal. 

The first design goal determined was to create an escape or mind change through 

the use of layering or sequencing from the surroundings of the city to the calm of the 

country. It was derived directly from the combined intrinsic meaning and therefore, holds 

great importance. This goal's purpose is to create the state of mind in the visitor to slow 

dovra from the city pace and enjoy the art and environment. This change of mentality is 

what is needed to enjoy and appreciate art. 

The next design goal was derived from the striking qualities of the existing site. It 

exhibits in all dimensions the dynamic flow of the creek against the stmctural grid of the 

foundation and the building. The purpose of this goal is to exhibit the otherwise unseen 

forces underneath the building and also, where the original creek bed was located before it 

was diverted. It was determined by the designer that this was a unique characteristic of 
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this location and should be expressed in the design, almost as a tribute to the force of 

nature which is ignored. 

Closely related to the previous goal is the design goal of exhibiting the forces of 

nature trying to overtake the man-made stmcture. This goal pertains to the overgrowth of 

the vegetation on and around the building. Its essential purpose is to preserve the existing 

contrast of the cubic form and the soft lines of the trees and bushes. It also allows for a 

close association between the interior and exterior of the art complex which is essential to 

the relationship between art and nature. This relationship will also create striking views 

from the complex of the dense vegetation surrounding the creek. 

The final design goal is to create a more highly visible form that vdll entice the 

visitor through curiosity and interest to frequent the complex. This goal originated from 

the poor visibility of the existing stmcture from the main circulation spine of Greenville 

Avenue. The purpose of this goal is to create an image that is highly visible from the 

street which vsdll bring the public to the businesses. This goal will be achieved through 

projecting and raising the addition towards the street. 

These design goals with the technical information found in the Appendk 

(program) will help the design reflect the intrinsic meaning of the adapted art complex. 

This is important in architecture because it is what defines the intentional meaning of the 

architect who gives determinants to the forms and spaces of his design. Further, these 

forms and spaces communicate to the users the architect's response to the environment 

and activities that take place there. In order to create an appropriate response to the 
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design problem, the architect has to have a thorough knowledge of the previous function, 

the new function, the location, and most importantly the intrinsic meaning for the design. 

The adaptive process as outlined in this paper can be utilized as a guide to help 

make clear in the mind of the designer a proper response to a design problem. The 

solutions created by the intrinsic meaning and design goals will have an inherent 

relationship with the new adapted art gallery complex that will be recognized by the 

visitor. It is this inherent recognition that creates great architecture. 

The Design Solution 

The design process started with the relationships between the new activities as 

depicted by the diagram in the Appendix. The organization of the activities were 

influenced by the design goals of creating a more highly visible form that will entice the 

visitor through curiosity and interest to frequent the complex. The activities were also 

organized to exhibit the forces of nature trying to overtake the man-made stmcture which 

would create scenic views from the activities. It was determined that the addition to the 

existing stmcture should extend toward the street to increase visibility of the new 

adaptation as well as disguise the character of the east elevation. 

After determining how the activities should relate to one another, it was decided 

that the views towards the north would be advantageous for both their character and the 

northern light, which is the most desirable light. On the other hand, such activities as art 

storage, art supply, and reproduction would require a minimum of light, so these were 

allocated to the existing stmcture and the south end of the addition. The location of the 
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loading dock was dictated by the fire easement to the south and the location of one of the 

existing garage doors on the south end of the existing building. The shop was located 

adjacent to the gallery but had to be segregated due to the dust and noise produced by 

carpentry. 

The restaurant was given the best views from the second story overlookmg the 

creek and sculpture garden, ensuring a pleasurable experience to the patron. However, 

these views would be a distraction to the gallery because the curators wish for the people 

to focus on the art, not the views. The gallery was given the most northern window area 

with the highest visibility from the main street to create an image that will stay in the 

minds of the visitor. 

The lobby would serve to create a sense of arrival for all the activities of the art 

complex. This would be accomplished through the use of direct views of all the activities 

upon entering the lobby. Therefore, it had to be large enough to accommodate the 

number of people in the complex and create a point of origin from which the visitor can 

access all the facilities. For example, if the gallery is putting on a show, the lobby has to 

acconmiodate the arrival and reception of all the people attending it. The lobby was also 

given very good views because it is the one space through which all visitors will pass. 

After the overall configuration of the activities was decided, exhibiting the 

relationship of the dynamic flow of the creek against the stmctural grid of the foundation 

and the building was addressed. This design goal was used to create a solution to the 

connection problem and to create the same dynamic relationship in the addition that was 

occurring between the existing stmcture and the creek. The problem was solved by 
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continuing the stmctural grid from under the existing building but creating a separation 

through the use of a courtyard in order to distinguish between the existing stmcture and 

the new addition. At the same time, the design expresses the creek's dynamism through a 

curvilinear wall which is the north wall of the galleries and terminates at the creek in plan. 

The dynamism of the creek was also expressed in the elevations through the use of 

hyperbolic vauhs with north facing clerestory windows to catch the desirable light. 

The concurrent design decision was to not only extend the stmcture but to also 

expose it and have it penetrating out of the addition. This solution also had to satisfy the 

design goal of exhibiting the forces of nature trying to overtake the man-made stmcture. 

Designing the stmcture to extend through the wall and out to the exterior building 

perimeter, allows the vegetation to apparently penetrate the stmctural grid without 

damaging the actual building. 

The most important goal addressed in the development of the site and the design 

of the building as a whole was to create a mind change from the bustle of the city to the 

calm of the country. This goal was accomplished through the use of layering or 

sequencing combined with the use of the existing tree grove in the middle of the site as a 

screen to the city and the parking. The farther west one moves through the site, the 

woodland sounds become more dominant. In addition, when one is in the building the 

views are of the tree grove, woodlands, and creek located on the site. Therefore, the 

visitor is able to slow down from the city pace, yet be located in the middle of it. The 

intrinsic meaning of creating a mind change through the use of layering is what ties the 
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adaptation into one continuous design. Because this design goal was closely related to the 

main intrinsic meaning, it created a coherent and uniform design out of several activities. 

For example, the process of arrival for the visitor to the complex is dictated from 

the intrinsic meaning to create a mind change from other aspects of life to the art 

complex's atmosphere of enjoyment and education for the viewer. As the visitor arrives 

by car or bus, they are allowed only a partial look at the overall complex in the trees, 

peaking some curiosity. Then they proceed to get out of their vehicle away from the 

building. They have to continue on foot to the entrance, experiencing the design in a 

different way than in a vehicle. It wall be a slower and more detailed look at the gallery or 

sculpture garden, depending on the path they choose. Finally, they approach the main 

entrance, signified by the large vauh canopy which extends from the building outward 

toward the visitor. 

Upon entry, the visitors find themselves with a clear sense of the layout of the 

complex because of the direct visual view of all the activities. High visibility is important 

to eliminating anxiety that occurs with disorientation of the visitor. The visitor is now able 

to enter the gallery or other activities with a change state of mind to enjoy and be 

educated by the experience. 

Because architecture holds a mystery to the public about how architects produce 

designs, design processes need to be developed to help educate the public about what 

architects do and the importance of their work to society. This statement holds tme for 

adaptive architecture as well. In addition, this process provides a guideline to help ensure 

the designer a design solution that is receptive to the needs of the cHent, users, and site. 
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The whole point of the adaptive process is to insure that a building is not simply changed 

from one function to another. Instead, it is changed from a building into a piece of 

architecture. Intrinsic meaning is the point of departure to ensure successful adaptation. 
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Figure 14. 
North and East Elevations of Art Complex. 
Source: Schall, David. Design Thesis, 1994. 
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Figure 15. 
Exterior Perspectives of Art Complex. 
Source: Schall, David. Design Thesis, 1994. 
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EXHIBITION GALLERY 

Figure 16. 
Art Complex Exhibition Gallery. 
Source: Schall, David. Design Thesis, 1994. 
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Figure 17. 
North and West views of Art Complex Model. 
Source: Schall, David. Design Thesis, 1994. 
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Figure 18. 
East views of Art Complex Model. 
Source: Schall, David. Design Thesis, 1994. 
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APPENDIX 

PROGRAM ART COMPLEX 

Purpose- To provide the Dallas area vidth a north central focus for artists to display and 

sell their work in a professional environment. To introduce a cultural environment that will 

draw in the public to a sophisticated atmosphere to inspire intellectual stimulation and sale 

of artists' work. 

Public Spaces 

Entry: Area - 2800 square feet 

A. Visitors arrive by car and bus. 

B. Intend for visitors to feel a change of awareness or new priority of art and nature in 
contrast to the business and automobile environment surrounding the site. 

C. Climatic conditions - extreme heat and humidity in summer, mild fall and winter with 
occasional severe winter storm. Mild spring with moderate rainfall and the 
occasional severe thunderstorm. 

D. Projected volume of traffic. Weekdays-200/day Weekends-350/day 
E. Access for physically disabled provided at pubUc entries. 

F. Off-hour entry v̂ U use security card access. 
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Retail Sales AREA 

A. Art supply store and framing. 4200 sq.ft. 

This store will carry art supplies to accommodate all processes and related steps in 

producing different mediums of art. It will be considered a retail space reserved for either 

an individually owned store or one of a chain of art stores such as Asel Art of Dallas. 

B.Cafe' 3000 sq.ft. 

The cafe' will provide sandwiches, bakery items and wine in the traditional sense of 

the art district. It will serve lunch and dinner for the general public and will be able to 

work in conjunction with gallery shows. 

C. Reproduction Department. 3200 sq.ft. 

This service will provide all reproduction and documentation for the gallery as well 

as provide service to the general public. This service will include blueprinting, all black 

and white and color photocopying, photographing, and printing. 

Restrooms and Telephones 

A. Telephones located near public facilities. 

B. Provide for physically disabled. 
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Galleries 

A. Exhibition 

1) Square-footage Requirements. 

Exhibition gallery- 2750 sq.ft. 

Collection gallery- 3000 sq.ft. 

2) Environmental Criteria: natural lighting ; high ceilings; versatility to painting or 

sculptural display; large doorway for large pieces; HVAC v^th humidity control. 

A. Lighting 

a. The position of an overhead light is likely to produce less reflection if it is at an angle 
of 30 degrees from the vertical measured from the center of the picture. 

b. Recommended to use a combination of natural north light and artificial light preferably 
glowing tungsten filament lamp. 

c. Rooms will look dim if evenly lit below the 100-150 lux range. A slight variation in 
the lux range will give the impression of brightness. 

d. Using incandescent lighting, if the ultraviolet component is low, no filter is needed. 
Using fluorescent no filter is needed but tungsten halogen will require a Philips 37 
filter. 

e. Exhibits lighting requirements are as follows: Level 

1. Objects very sensitive to light (textiles, watercolor, pyrite, etc.). 50 lux 

2. Moderate sensitivity (oil & tempera paintings, leather, bone, ivory, etc.). 150 lux 

3. Insensitive to light (rock, ceramic, etc.). 300 lux 

Note: lighting levels below 30 lux makes it hard to distinguish colors, 

f All wall outlets, floor outlets, and different Ughting systems should have a different 

switch. 

g. Vary the pace between general and accent lighting using the accent Ughts to help move 

traffic along. 
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h. Flexibility and maintenance are essential. 

B. Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning. 

a. A constant temperature of 20 +/- 2 degrees Celsius needs to be maintained for the 
galleries and gallery storage space. 

b. Relative humidity should be maintained at 53 +/- 7 %. 

c. Solid particle movement should be at least 60% efficiency on particles below a micron. 

3) Security Criteria 

a. Purpose 

1. prevention of damage and theft. 

2. prevention of entry when closed. 

3. prevention of removal of objects and exhibits. 

b. Desirable for only one entry and exit point into gallery. 

c. Closed circuit television is not a good deten-ent. Invigilation is made easier when 
barriers or rails are installed as well as preventing touching of the exhibits. 

d. Electronic detection and secured doors are efficient detertents. There are two types of 
detectors. 

1. sensitive to vibration or breaking a contact - good for securing individual pieces of art. 

2. infrared or uhra-sonic rays - detects intmder who has succeeded on entry. 

4) Load-bearing criteria- 60 psi. 

5) Temporary wall or screen constmction and displays provided by shop, 

a. Three characteristic screen systems 

1. Screens needing top and bottom fixing, either directly or by post. 
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2. Stability achieved through geometric configuration in relation to one another. 

3. Large cupbaord-like units which are stable because of their width. 

Sculptural Garden 

An outdoor viewing area will be provided for the viewing of sculpture for the public. 

Area - sufficient space to accommodate eight pieces of sculpture. 

Nonpublic Spaces 

Art Handling 

A. Loading dock, shipping and receiving. 

1) Covered Loading dock facility. 

2) Dimensional requirements for dock - 20 ft. X 12ft. 

3) Load-bearing requirements - 90 psi. 

4) Security Gate at loading dock entrance with intercom. 

B. Photography, matting and framing. 

1) proximity to shipping and receiving and public art supply store. 

2) Security cameras aimed at doorways. 

C. Art Shop - Area -1000 sq.ft. 

1) Responsible for constmcting all displays and temporary wall constmction for shows. 

2) Ceiling height should be equal or greater than gallery. 
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Art Storage 

1) Storage area required. 6000 sq.ft. 

2) Environmental control - HVAC system v^th humidity control. 

3) Fire protection. 

a. Fire alarm connected to local sprinkler and halogen system. 

b. Halogen system to be located in the two galleries and gallery storage space. 

4) Minimal headroom and v^dths of access routes - 20 ft. X 4 ft. v^de. 
5) A display area with appropriate lighting will be provided for the viewing of stored art 

in the storage facility, area -140 sq.ft. (included in the 6000 sq.ft. total). 

Art Management 

A. Collection and Curitorial Management 

1) Administrative Stmcture 

Art Complex Owner 

Gallery Manager 

Shipping/Recieving and Storage Manager 

Art Preservation, Framing and Display Manager 

Reproduction Manager 

Cafe' Manager 

Gift Store Manager 

Maintenance 
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2) Stored Collections will be accessible to nonstaffupon request. Access is from Gallery 
space. 

3) Patrons will be accompanied by a staff member while in the storage facility for 
security and cameras will be provided in the storage and viewing area. 

Administration and Staff 

1) Operation 

Gallery 

Manager - office-100 sq.ft. 

2 Assistant managers 

4 staff" 

Shipping/Recieveing and Storage 

Manager - office - 70 sq.ft. 

2 Assistant managers 

4 staff 

Framing and Art Supplies Store 

Manager - office-140 sq.ft. 

Assistant manager 

6 staff 

Storage- 1000 sq.ft. 

Reproduction Department 

2 Managers - Photocopying - office -120 sq.ft. 

Photographing - office -120 sq.ft. 

2 Assistant managers 

10 staff 

Storage - 800 sq.ft. 
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Cafe' 

2 Managers - office -150 sq.ft. 

2 Assistant managers 

8 staff 

Storage-1000 sq.ft. 

Maintenance Department 

Manager - office -100 sq.ft. 

3 staff 

Storage - 200 sq.ft. 

Total Square Footage = 26,250 square feet. 

Existing Stmcture Total = 12,400 square feet. 

Activity Relationship Diagram 

REPRODUCTION DEPT.i 

CAFE'=r V—^LOADING DOCK 

'ART STORE ^ ^ ^ - - . . . ^ ^ ^ ' A ^ ^ SHIP/RECIEVING 

PUBLIC ENTRY<^ V R A M I N G ' ^ ^ ^ ^ M A I N T E N A N C E 

•GALLERIESC^ ^ " ^ A R T STORAGE 

-SHOP 
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